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Bitcoin Dominance (BTC.D) 

Bitcoin Dominance keeps sliding below 41%. At the time of this analysis, BTC.D is at 41.6%. Bears are succeeding at pushing dominance further down
and the next area to watch is now the 40% support.  BTC.D has remained in a downside trend for more than 43 days and there is still no sign of a
change in momentum. 
Market Capitalisation also remains in consolidation around the 2.5T zone with strong indecision conveyed by the daily candles. 
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Bitcoin (BTC) 

Trading at $56,358 at the time of this analysis, Bitcoin short-term indicators are showing strong indecision in the daily and 4H timeframe. The last two daily
candles have closed as "Shooting Stars", which are recognised as bearish patterns. Bears have the daily in their favour, with price action respecting market
structure. The descending channel formed since November 2021 has been respected several times in the past and this time does not seem to be the
exception. Bulls, on the other side, are relying on the historical market structure to place long positions. By zooming out, there is a clear monthly ascending
support that was rejected at the end of last week. If this week's candle manages to close above this trend line, a bullish scenario is also a feasible scenario. 
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Ethereum (ETH) 

With a 1.9% drawdown in the last 24hours, Ethereum seems to be losing its recent bullish momentum. At the time of this analysis, ETHSUD is trading at
$4,495. In the daily timeframe, Ether has printed its first DOJI candle of the week, right below an intra-week resistance level. Yesterday's rejection of the
$4800 zone has triggered several shorts today. 

The higher timeframes such as the daily and the weekly charts are keeping traders cautious on this pair. Ethereum still remains at critical historical supply
levels, that's why any significant rejection could trigger a significant meltdown from this point. 
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Binance Coin is retracing from its recent highs at
$650. Currently, BNB is trading at $618 and has
added 1.38% in losses during the day.
Considering the daily timeframe, bears are
starting to place shorts in this pair as yesterday's
daily candle has closed as a bearish inverted
hammer right at a key supply level for this asset. 

A bearish scenario would bring BNBUSD back to
$512, which is also the lower band of a high-
timeframe formation respected by this pair since
August 2021. On the contrary, for bulls to gain
territory, the price must print an engulfing pattern
in the daily and weekly timeframe, as well as
closing above the $650 liquidity level. 

 

Binance Coin (BNB) 

 



ADAUSD is behaving as expected. In a previous
analysis, the DeFi Academy Research Team
predicted a potential surge based on medium-term
technical indicators. 

Cardano led the scoreboard today with an
impressive 12% surge. Bulls managed to reject the
0.78 Fibonacci level as expected and now the price
seems to be heading back to the $1.80-$2.00 mark.
However, today's closing bullish engulfing candle
signals an official change of momentum. 

Positive developments in price action have placed
Cardano as one of the biggest winners this week. If
ADAUSD manages to keep breaking several
technical ceilings such as the $2.00 liquidity level,
the next target to monitor would be the $3.00 mark. 

  

Cardano (ADA)
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Solana's token has remained in green territory the last
five days, with price action now reaching the $240 mark.
SOLUSD is only 11% away from its all-time highs and
investors seems to be confident that those historical
levels could be retested. 

At the time of writing, SOL is trading at $231. The last
daily candle was a significant bullish engulfing, which
may encourage bulls to place targets at $250-$270. As
covered in our previous Trading Analysis, the ascending
support remained as the key factor for such an
outstanding surge. 

Bears are out of the scope, for the time being, their next
entry opportunity is around the next resistance level at
$260. 

Solana (SOL)
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Axie Infinity (AXS) continues to trade in ranges. The
price has been accumulating between the $170
resistance and the $110 support since early October
2021. At the time of this analysis, AXS is trading at
$133. Intra-day technicals are guiding the price
downwards as there is a 4H descending channel
being respected. 

In the daily timeframe, AXSUSD has printed a bearish
pin bar formation right below the $140 resistance,
which can give bears an incentive to place short
trades until the $113-$110 demand zone. Axie Infinity
has not been able to break the previous ATHs at
$165 reached earlier this month and bulls do not
seem to be motivated to invest heavily in this pair at
the moment. For a bullish scenario to gain attention,
the price must break the descending channel formed
in the 4H timeframe. The invalidation of the
highlighted formation and the creation of a bullish
weekly candle just above the current area could
certainly shift the overall trend.  

 
 

Axie Infinity (AXS)
 

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/axie-infinity/
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Decentraland price is at $4.37 at the time of this
analysis. MANAUSD is sitting at a critical level as two
scenarios are highly probable from this point. 

An optimistic outlook would get validation if price
action starts showing hostility around the $4.20-$4.20
support. A daily closure above this demand level
could also trigger potential longs. On the other hand,
a bearish scenario would become probable if the
$4.00 support gets broken. It must be highlighted that
price action is showing no strength at the current
levels, that's why investors are experiencing
uncertainty. 

 
 

Decentraland (MANA)
 

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/axie-infinity/
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Like most metaverse tokens, SAND has experienced an outstanding increase in price in the last 31 days. Sandbox's token went up more than 400% up
in a month and the bullish trend doesn't seem to be exhausted. At this time, SANDUSD is trading at $6.40, right above the critical $5 support. Bulls have
successfully rejected the $6.00-$5.50 demand zone and now the daily candle is on its way to ending the day with a bullish closure. 

A bullish force could bring the price back to the recent all-time high at $8. For that scenario to play out, MANA needs to hold the previous liquidity zone
and continue onwards toward the upside. A bearish market theory would consider SANDUSD to reach $4.50 if the price does not manage to remain
above the $6 level. Investors have already banked a considerable ROI, therefore, a short-term correction may be due in the short term. 

The Sandbox (SAND)
 1D timeframe  4H Timeframe   

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/axie-infinity/
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GALA, the ETH token from Gala Games has
witnessed an impressive 542.8% surge in the last 30
days. GALA, which is used as the medium of
exchange between Gala Games participants, is now
retracing from its recent ATHs at $0.87. 

As this is new price territory for the token, it could be
expected that the price will decline until the
$0.39-$0.38 intraday support before creating another
move to the upside.

On the weekly and daily timeframe, the price must
remain below the accumulation area before
considering any bearish outlook. The nearest support
zone with high relevance remains at $0.075.  

Gala (GALA)
 

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/axie-infinity/
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Ultra, the project leveraging the gaming
ecosystem, is now trading at $1.71. The token
has experienced a 47.67% increase in trading
volume in the last 24 hours and keeps grabbing
the attention of many innovators as it remains at
the top 10 of the Metaverse benchmark by
market capitalisation.

At press time, the price keeps retracing
significantly from its $2.40 ATH. After soaring
300% in the last 31 days, a correction is a
probable technical scenario. 

The next relevant support for this altcoin remains
at $1.25-$1.15. 

 
 

Ultra (UOS)
 

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/axie-infinity/



